In June 2019, we launched a year-long RETHINK campaign,
inspiring the use of everyday alternatives to single-use plastics
by sharing alternatives and exhibiting impacts.
With your help, we will offer free classroom programs and
curricula, host community events across the globe, remove
and document marine debris alongside thousands of citizen
scientists, expand our free beach cleanup kit distribution, and
create a large-scale work of public art that engages .5 million
individuals in a critical conversation about the devastating
impacts that single-use plastics have on our marine environment.

CHALLENGE

Plastic never truly biodegrades; instead it photodegrades, or breaks up
into smaller pieces, never leaving our environment.

Contribute today and we will send you a Pacific Whale
Foundation RETHINK kit! For a $SO minimum donation, you'll
receive this reusable spork (spoon+ fork), straw, straw protector
and reusable grocery bag that easily becomes a compact pouch!
Visit PacificWhale.orq/rethink to get involved.

IMPAaS

Marine animals ingest or become entangled in plastic debris.

RETHINK YOUR IMPACT

TOP10LIST

YOU CAN HELP!

Single-use plastics are the biggest contributor to this challenge,
as they are thrown away after only one use.
Visit the link below for tools and alternatives
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for the duration of our yearlong

RETHINK conservation campaign.
Find us at facebook.com/
pacificwhalefoundation.

Pick up 5 pieces of trash the next time
you're outside

Request no plastic utensils in your
to-go order

Make sure to cut plastic 6-pack rings
before throwing them away

Support environmental legislation by
submitting testimony

Recycle as much as possible. Check your
local guidelines to avoid wishcycling

Choose an eco-friendly operator
when traveling

Discard of fishing line properly
If you are a smoker, discard butts in
trash receptacle

PAOFICWHAWIRG/RETHINK

EACH WEEK, WE'LL POST A NEW
EDUCATIONAL VIDEO TO FACEBOOK!

Purchase foods from the bulk section to
reduce packaging waste

ABOVE: RETHINK-inspired artwork by Ocean C amper Mikaela. This work, and
others, was exhibited atourfree World Oceans Day Partyfor the Planet at Maui
Brew Co in Kihei, HI. Seep. 11 for more!
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HAWAII

MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION
May21-23 I KONA, HAWAl'I

PWF recently attended the annual Marine Mammal Commission (MMC}
meeting in Kona to share research findings on spinner dolphin use within
the Maui Nui region and the impacts on humpback whale behavior in
close proximity to vessels. We presented PWF's 'Be Whale Aware' code
of conduct and advocated for a speed restriction during peak whale
season in addition to the existing approach regulations.
The MMC was established by the Marine Mammal Protection Act to
provide independent oversight of the marine mammal conservation
policies and programs being carried out by federal regulatory agencies.
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CHILE

MARK-RECAPTURE ANALYSIS
May21-23 j CHILE

Our partners at the Alfaguara (Blue Whale) Project have helped increase
the number of identification photos of blue whales, with 250 new ID's
this year. These data will be used to develop population abundance
estimates for the sub-species of blue whales using a technique called
Mark-Recapture analysis. This technique is used to estimate the size of a
population where it is unfeasible to count every individual. The basic idea
is that you capture a small number of individuals, put a harmless mark
on them, and release them back into the population. At a later date, you
capture (or, photograph) another small group, and record how many
have a mark. In a small population, you are more likely to recapture
marked individuals, whereas in a large population, you are less likely.
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ECUADOR

IWC SCIENTIFIC MEETING
May 10-22 I KENYA

With 88 member governments, the IWC is the global body charged with
the conservation of whales. Each year, its Scientific Meeting invitees
help to review and revise the measures laid down in the Schedule to
the Convention, which provides for the complete protection of certain
species; designates specified areas as whale sanctuaries; sets limits on
the numbers and size of whales which may be taken; prescribes open
and closed seasons and areas for whaling; and prohibits the capture of
suckling calves and female whales accompanied by calves.
At this year's Meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, PWF Ecuador reported on
its new collaboration with Ecuador's Ministry of Tourism to promote
and implement responsible marine tourism practices. A recent whale
watching training program attended by 102 whale tourism guides from
four provinces earned the sub-committee's congratulations for being
pro-active regarding its developing whale watching industry.
Information was also provided on cetacean bycatch in gillnets in Ecuador
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that were recorded over 16 years (2001-2017) from strandings data. 130
carcasses of stranded cetaceans of 18 different species were examined
throughout this period, demonstrating that artisanal drift gillnet fishery
is the main fishing gear causing mortality for both small and large
cetaceans in Ecuadorian waters, with significant bycatch of humpback
whales in particular.
"Fisheries and environmental authorities must be vigilant and
enforce existing marine fisheries regulations to proactively mitigate
anthropogenic impacts and promote environmental education
activities in fishing communities to conserve vulnerable cetacean
species in Ecuador's waters,"
- PWF Ecuador Director Dr. Cristina Castro
The sub-committee discussed the high numbers of humpback whales
caught, particularly in the context of the potential for animals to become
entangled and drag gear as they set off on migration - potentially
meaning even higher numbers would eventually die from entanglement.
This encouraged the IWC's large whale entanglement initiative to work
with Pacific Whale Foundation and the Ecuadorian Government to
provide entanglement response training for this region of Ecuador.
Read more on the /WC on p.14
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SWIM-WITH-WHALES IMPACT STUDY
Hervey Bay, Queensland is a stopover site for our East Australia target
population of humpback whales as they migrate toward the Antarctic
feeding grounds. Our Research team collects data in Hervey Bay to
better understand population, distribution and movement along
their migration route, which helps us understand changes caused by
environmental and human activities.
When the Australian government approved swim-with-whales tourism
in 2017 as a commercial activity in Hervey Bay, the effects of this form
of tourism were unknown. While the government has provided some
regulations, PWF initiated a 2018 research study to assess the possible
impacts on humpback whale behavior. Results will be used to provide
a scientific basis for recommendations to manage swim-with-whale
tourism in Hervey Bay.
In our initial season of data collection, we ran 19 dedicated swim
with-whale ecotours, where whale behavioral data were collected
before, during and after citizen scientists were permitted in the water
with whales. Our preliminary results found that whales spent more
time traveling rather than resting after swimmers were in the water.
Preliminary findings were presented to the Scientific Committee of the
International Whaling Commission at their annual meeting in May (p. 6),
which was well received by the delegation.
Our researchers in Australia encourage citizen-scientists to assist with
data collection through humpback whale photo donations and sightings.
Photos may be submitted to research Paci ·cwhale.or . To share
marine wildlife sightings, download our free Whale & Dolphin Tracker
app, which can be used by members of the public to submit information
on marine wildlife sightings from any location in the world.
Swim-with-whale ecotours will continue this year at Hervey Bay to
increase the sample size of our data collection and the confidence in our
findings. To learn more, visit Paci ·cw ale.or, .au sw·

WORLD WHALE CONFERENCE

What do we know about whales in Hervey Bay and how
we can protect them?
Utilizing 12 years of data, Pacific Whale Foundation established a
baseline of the spatial and temporal trends, residency patterns, and
mother-calf behaviour of humpback whales at Hervey Bay, Australia.
These data can now serve as a baseline for monitoring potential changes
arising from the implementation of a new commercial swim-with-whales
program. As part of this program, the whale watching fleet follows a
voluntary Code of Conduct; however, the effectiveness of this Code
of Conduct on minimizing disturbance to humpback whales remains
unknown. Our current research focuses on determining what, if any,
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behavioural changes are observed in humpback whales as a result of
the swim-with-whales program. We determine this by observing whale
behaviours in timed intervals before, during, and after swimmers are
placed in the water. These data can then be used to provide future
recommendations for managing whale watching in Hervey Bay and to
balance the economic benefit of whale watching with the health of the
animal population. Through these studies, we are able to build upon
well-established historical baselines that can be used as a comparison to
monitor future changes and ensure continued effective management of
this important habitat for humpback whales.
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Doing Well While Doing Good
The Importance of Social Enterprise Models in Sustainable Whale
and Dolphin Watching
The term "social enterprise" refers to an organization that addresses
basic, unmet needs or solves social or environmental problems through
a market-driven approach. For nearly 40 years, the non-profit Pacific
Whale Foundation has funded its research, education and conservation
efforts through sustainable commercial marine eco-tours. The programs
are run by PacWhale Eco-Adventures, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
non-profit. This presentation will review Pacific Whale Foundation's work
in multiple venues throughout the world to achieve its mission to protect
the ocean through science and advocacy and inspire environmental
stewardship. In Australia, Pacific Whale Foundation has conducted the
longest-running humpback whale photo-id project, including its work in
Hervey Bay since 1988. We have provided on-board naturalist training
services in Hervey Bay, Eden (NSW), and Perth (WA). Our research and
advocacy have been instrumental in commonwealth and state efforts
to enhance protections for humpback whales. Since 2012 we have
worked to fund our ongoing efforts in Australia through a duly registered
commercial whale watch operation, PacWhale Eco Adventures Australia.
In collaboration with other researchers and commercial operators,
we are identifying a growing number of ways in which pursuit of a
social enterprise model promotes a win-win-win approach for the
environment, the public and the commercial operators. We believe
it is imperative that commercial marine tourism entities recognize
the importance of a social enterprise approach in order to maximize
educational and conservation impacts of whale and dolphin watching,
and minimize disturbance to the targeted species. Ongoing support of
scientific research is an essential component of our ability to effectively
manage human behavior in the marine environment.

In addition to the most common humpback whale behaviors
that can be seen in Hervey Bay, such as breaching, tail slapping,
and head lunging, whales in Hervey Bay will often approach
a vessel and stay within close proximity, interacting with
people on board for significant periods of time. This behavior
is known as "mugging". It is not uncommon to be unable to go
anywhere because a pod of whales keeps interacting with your
vessel. Indeed, you need to wait for them to move away first,
following Australian regulations, which require whales to be
100 meters from a vessel before engines can be operated.
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